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MINIMAL PRIME SUBGROUPS OF LATTICE-ORDERED GROUPS 
PAUL CONRAD, Lawrence 
(Received July 19, 1978) 
We investigate the structure and properties of /-groups which are determined by 
the minimal prime subgroups of their homomorphic images. 
In [15] MARTINEZ introduced the concept of a torsion class of /-groups as a class T 
of /-groups that is closed with respect to 
1) convex /-subgroups, 
2) joins of families of convex /-subgroups, and 
3) /-homomorphic images. 
One example is the class N of all /-groups with each convex /-subgroup normal. 
If P is a class of /-groups then A(P) will denote the class of /-groups for which 
each /-homomorphic image belongs to P. A subclass P of N is a pretorsion class if it 
satisfies (1) and (2). If P is a pretorsion class then J(P) is a torsion class. In section2 
we investigate six pretorsion classes determined by the minimal prime subgroups. Two 
interesting examples are 
P4: Each minimal prime is a polar. 
Pßi Each minimal prime M is closed and GjM is discrete. 
Then 
A{P4) n N is the class of normal lex-sums of 0-groups, and 
A[Pß) n N is the class of /-groups such that each /-homomorphic image is com-
pactly generated. 
The fact that these are torsion classes is rather surprising. 
In section 3 classes Q determined by minimal primes that are not pretorsion, and 
such that 24(6) n N is a torsion class are investigated. For example 
Qi : G = 0 or G has a minimal prime that is closed. 
Then A{Qi) n N is the torsion class of all /-groups for which each /-homomorphic 
image is completely distributive. 
Section 1 consists essentially of two mapping theorems about convex /-subgroups 
that are interesting in their own right and crucial in proving the later theory. 
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We review some of the notation and theory that is needed. Proofs for most of 
these results may be found in [5] and [6]. 
The set ^{G) of all the convex /-subgroups of an Z-group G is a complete algebraic 
Brouwerian lattice. С e ^(G) is closed if {a^ | Я e Л} Я С and a — V^A exists implies 
aeC.If Ae ^(G) then Л' = {̂  e G| |^| л |a| = 0 for each a e yl} is a closed convex 
/-subgroup called the polar of A. The set of all polars forms a complete Boolean 
algebra. If g EG then G{g) = {xe G\ |X| ̂  n\g\ for some и > 0} is the principal 
convex /-subgroup generated by g and g" — G{g)" is the principal po/ar determined 
by g. The elements G[g) are the compact elements in the lattice ^(G). 
Me^{(j) is called regular if it is maximal without containing some element 
g eG. Then we say that M is a value of g, and M or Ö' is called special if M is the 
only value of g. G is called^znir^ valued if each element in G has only a finite number 
of values. 
M e ^(G) is called prime if the convex /-subgroups that contain it form a chain or 
equivalently if a л Ь = 0 implies a e M or b e M. Each regular subgroup is prime 
and each convex /-subgroup is the intersection of regular subgroups. 
Let Г = r(G) denote the set of all regular subgroups Gy and for each Gy let Ĝ  be 
the convex /-subgroup that covers it. If Gy-<i Ĝ  then G^jGy is an archimedean 
o-group. If Gy <i Ĝ  for each у e r{G) then G is normal valued. Now Г is a root 
system (i.e., a po set such that the elements that exceed a fixed element form a chain). 
Gy is essential if there exists an element у e G with all of its values contained in Gy. 
A subset of Г is plenary if it is a dual ideal of Г with zero intersection. Each plenary 
subset must contain the essential elements and if Г admits a minimal plenary subset 
then it consists of the essential elements and so is unique. 
If Г is an arbitrary root system and Ту is an archimedean o-group for each у e Г, 
then F(r, Ту) will denote the subgroup of the direct product of the Ту, where the 
support of each element satisfies the ACC. Define v e F to be positive if each maximal 
component is positive in the respective Ту. Then Fis an abelian /-group and the main 
result in [5] asserts that if G is a divisible abelian /-group then there is an /-isomor­
phism of G into V{r{G), G^Gy). Let ЦГ, Ту) be the direct sum of the Ту. Then S is a 
finite valued /-subgroup of V. 
Finally if {5y I 7 e zl} is a set of o-groups then nSy(S5y) will denote the cardinal 
product (sum) of the -Sy. If A is finite then we shall denote the cardinal sum by 
1. THE MAPPING THEOREMS FOR CONVEX /-SUBGROUPS 
Let S Ф 0 be a convex /-subgroup of an /-group G and let 
J^ = all the prime subgroups of G that do not contain S, and 
^ = all the proper prime subgroups of S. 
For each Me^ let Ma = M n S, 
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Theorem 1.1. For an l-group G we have the following properties 
1) (7 is a one to one inclusion preserving map of J> onto 9^. If N e ^ and 0 < 5 G 
ES\N then N(j~^ = {xeG\ \x\ A seN}. 
2) Ж^{М) nS = jr^[M nS) and M^[M^ S] iff M n S ^ S, where ^ ^ ( M ) 
is the normalizer of M in G. 
3) M is regular in G iff Ma is regular in S, and in this case (Md)* = M* n S 
and M<i M* iff MG-^X {MaY, where M*((Mcj)*) is the convex l-subgroup that 
covers M(Ma) in G{S). Moreover, if M ^ M* then M'^jM ^ (MayjMcT. 
4) If S = G{g) then M is a value of g in G iff Ma is a maximal convex l-subgroup 
of G(g) and in this case M <з M* iff Ma <a G(g) = {Ма)^. In particular, if M 
is the only value of g then M <a M*. 
5) M is closed iff Ma is closed. 
6) M is a polar iff Ma is a polar and in this case both are minimal primes, 
7) M is special iff Ma is special. 
8) M is essential iff Ma is essential. 
9) If M ^ G then GjM is discrete iff SJMa is discrete. 
10) If A is a plenary subset of r(G) then 
A{S) = {SnGy\ye A and Gy^S} 
is a plenary subset of Г[3). If A is minimal then so is A[S). 
Proof. (1) through (4) with the exception of M'^jM ^ [Ma^JMa are proved 
in [10] and the essential ideas for the proofs are contained in [6]. Now 
{May _ M"" nS __ M"" nS _ M + (M* n S) M* 
Ma MnS~MnM^nS^ M ~ M ' 
Consider 0 < te M* and pick 0 < 5 e (M* n S)\M. Then since M'^JM is an 
archimedean o-group, M + ns > M + t foi some integer n>OsoM + t = M + 
+ ns A t and hence M"^ ^ M + (M* n S). 
Now let N — Ma = M n S, where M eJ. 
5) Suppose that M is closed, [a^ \XEA} Ç iV^ and a = Уз^х- Then since S 
is a convex Z-subgroup, a — AG^Ä SO aeMnS = N and hence N is closed. 
Conversely suppose that N is closed, {a^| АеЛ} я M"*" and a = VG^A- Pick 
0 < s e S; then s A a = VGC^ A a^) and since s A a e S we have s A a = 
= Vs(5 Л ^я). But each s л a^eS r^M = N and so since N is closed s A aeN 
for all 0 < seS. Now suppose (by way of contradiction) that афМ and pick 
0 < se S\M. Then since M is prime s A a фМ, a contradiction. Therefore M is 
closed. 
6) If M = A' then M is a minimal prime and M = a' where a is basic [10]. Now 
if a'' n S = 0 then S Я a' ^ M, a contradiction, so pick 0 < xe a" n S. Then 
x" = a" and x is basic in S. Now хфМ a minimal prime in S so iV must be the polar 
of X in S. 
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Conversely if iV is a polar then iV is a polar in iS of a basic element fc. Clearly к 
is also basic in G and since кфM WQ have /c' Ç M but since N is minimal so is M 
and so since k' is prime fc' = M. 
7) If M is special and the only value of 0 < ^ e G then N is regular so pick 0 < s e 
E S with value N. Then M is the only value of ^̂  л 5 in 5 so iV is special. 
Conversely suppose that N is special and 0 < se S with N as its only value. Then M 
is the only value of s in G. 
8) If M is essential then there exists 0 < ^̂  G G all of whose values are contained 
in M. Now N is regular and hence a value of some 0 < s e S. Since g A s e S and 
all the values of ^̂  л s are contained in M, all of the values of Ö' л s in S are con­
tained in N. 
Conversely suppose that N is essential. Then there exists 0 < 5 e S such that all 
the values of s in S are contained in N. Then all the values of s in G are contained 
in M. 
9) GJM is discrete iff M'^jM ^ Z and M'^jM ^ {MaflMo. 
10) A straightforward argument shows that A{S) is a plenary subset of Г{8). 
If Л is minimal then each GyE A is essential so each Gy n S is essential and hence 
A{S) is minimal. 
Proposition 1.2e For a minimal prime subgroup M of an Ugroup G the following 
are equivalent. 
1) M is regular and a polar. 
2) M = g' where G{g) is an archimedean o-group. 
3) M is regular and closed and M < i M*. 
4) M is essential. 
5) M is special. 
Proof. (1 -^ 2) M = a' where 0 < a is basic. Pick 0 < x G M* \ M . Then g == 
= X A ae M* \ M. Thus M* ^ g' Ш G{g) ZD g' = M and since M* covers M 
we have M* = g' Ш G{g) and G[g) = M'^jM an archimedean o-group. 
(2 -> 3) M = ^' is closed and since g' Ш G(g) covers M we have M is regular and 
M* = ^' Ш G{g) so M <a M*. 
(3 -^ 4) This follows from Theorem 3.11 in [3]. 
(4 -> 5) There exists 0 < g e G with all its values contained in M but since M is 
minimal it is the only value of G. 
(5 -> 1) We may assume that M is the unique value of 0 < ^ G G. Then by 
Theorem 3.6 in [6] M = К Ш g' where К is the largest convex /-subgroup of G(g), 
G{g) is a lexicographic extension of К and G{g)lK is an archimedean o-group. 
Suppose (by way of contradiction) that 0 < кеК. Then since M is a minimal prime 
there exists 0 < hфM since that h A к = 0. If h ф M = G(g) Ш g' then by Lemma 
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6.2 in [4] h > g > к, a contradiction. If h e M* \ M then h = t + x where 0 < te 
G G(g)\K and xe g' but then h ^ t > k, a contradiction. Therefore К = 0 so 
M = g\ 
Ques t ion . Can (3) be replaced by (3') M is regular and closed? 
If К is an /-ideal of an /-group G then the map tr of M onto MjK is an inclusion 
preserving bijection between the convex /-subgroups of G that contain К and the 
convex /-subgroups of GjK. Moreover, it is easy to see that M is prime (regular) 
iff Ma is prime (regular) and if M is special so is Ma, If К is closed in G and MJK 
is closed in GjK then M is closed in G [11]. If M = a' for 0 < Ö e G then Ma = 
= (X + a)* where ' (*) is the polar operation in G[GjK). For if 0 < x e G and 
К-\-хАКЛ-а = К then x A ae К я a' so x A a e a' n a" = 0 and hence 
a'jK ^{K + a)*. Conversely if 0 < g e a' then K + gAK + a=K so a'\K ç 
Ç (X + a)*. 
Now consider f^ < g e G and suppose that К = g' = G^g)' <i G. Let J^ = the 
set of prime subgroups of G that contain g\ and J^ = the set of prime subgroups 
of Gjg' 
Theorem 1.3. a induces an inclusion preserving bijection of M onto Jf and for 
M eJ{ we have: 
1) M is regular iff Ma is regular. 
2) If M is special so is Ma. 
3) / / Ma is closed so is M. 
4) M is a minimal prime in G iff Ma is a minimal prime in Gjg'. 
5) M /5 a polar iff Ma is a polar. 
6) If M is a minimal prime then M is special iff Ma is special. 
Proof. 1, 2 and 3 follow from the above remarks. To prove the remainder we will 
use the fact that a prime subgroup M of G is minimal iff 0 < x G M impHes x' ф M. 
4) Clearly if M is a minimal prime in G then Mjg' is a minimal prime. Conversely 
suppose that Mjg' is minimal. If g e M then there exists 0 < x фМ such that 
gAxeg'sogAxe G{gy n G(g) = 0, but the x G ̂ f' ^ M, a contradiction. Now 
pick 0 < a Ф M. Then there exists 0 < y ф M such that y л a e g'. Thus {g A y) A 
A a = 0 and g л у ^ M so M is minimal. 
5) Suppose Mjg' = (g' + a)* with 0 < a фд'. Then Mjg' is a minimal prime 
and g' + a is basic, so by the above argument g фМ and hence g A a фM. It suf­
fices to show that f̂ л a is basic; for then M ^ (g A a)' a minimal prime and hence 
M ~ (g A a)'. Suppose (by way of contradiction) that gAa>x, y>0 with 
X A y = 0. Then х,уфд' and 
g' + a ^ g' + g A a ^ g' -h X , g' Л- У > g' 
and a' + X A g' Л- У ^ 9\ but this means that g' Л- ais not basic, a contradiction. 
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6) Suppose that M is minimal and Ma is special. Then Ma is a minimal prime 
and special in Gjg' so by Proposition 1.2 Ma is regular and closed and Ma <:i Ka 
where Ka is the convex /-subgroup of G that covers Ma, Now by (1) and (3) M is 
regular and closed, and M о К so by Proposition 1.2 M is special. 
Let N be the class of all /-groups in which each convex /-subgroup is normal or 
equivalently each regular subgroup is normal. Thus G e N iff a, b e G^ implies 
GIO) = G(a )̂ = G{ay where a^ = - b -i- a + b. 
Proposition 1.4. N is a torsion class. 
Proof. It is clear that N is closed with respect to /-homomorphic images and 
convex /-subgroups. Let {C |̂ Я e A] be a set of convex /-subgroups of an /-group G 
each of which belongs to N and let К be a convex /-subgroup of УС;^. Then 
K==Kn{\/C,) = \/{KnC,). 
Pick 0 < aeC^ n К and 0 < b e Cß. In order to prove that K^ VC^it suffices to 
show that a^ eC^n K. 
Now a = a A b + ä and b = a A b + b with ä л ?> = О so ä^ =^ â e C^ n К 
and a л ЬеС^пКпСр^ Cß so {а л bf e С^ n К, Finally {а л bf^ = а А b 
and а^""^ еС^пК since а, а А b ЕСа,г\К. 
Remark. N is not closed with respect to products so it is not a variety. For let 
К == Q X Z with (g, m) + {p, n) = (2"^ + p, m -h n) and (^, 2) positive if 2 > 0 
or 2 = 0 and g è 0. Let 
G^X\K., a = f« '« '« ' - ) and Ь = f^'2'^'••) . 
M \\лл,...} \о,о,о,...; 
2. PRETORSION CLASSES OF /-GROUPS 
Throughout this section we shall only consider /-groups that belong to the torsion 
class N. For a class P of /-groups let Л{Р) be the class of /-groups such that each /-
homomorphic image belongs to P. 
L If P is closed with respect to joins of convex Usubgroups then so is Л(Р). 
Proof. Let {Ся| A e л} be a set of convex /-subgroups of G each of which belongs 
to A{P) and let К be an /-ideal of V^A- Then 
Then 
m V — — ^ and — ! — i ^ ^ 6 P for each Л e Л . 
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Moreover, each (X + С))\К is a convex /-subgroup of (V<̂ A)/iC so (V<^A)/î  e P 
and hence УС^е Л{Р). 
П. If P is closed with respect to convex Usubgroup so is ^{P)-
Proof. Suppose that G e A(P), С is a convex /-subgroup of G and К is an /-ideal 
of G. Then since GeN, K^ G and hence GjK e P. Therefore CjK e P and hence 
CeA{P), 
A class P of /-group that is closed with respect to convex /-subgroups and joins 
of convex /-subgroups will be called a pre-torsion class. We have shown that if P 
is a pre-torsion class then A{P) is a torsion class, but as we shall see the converse is 
not vahd. 
Note that if P and Q are classes of /-groups then A{P n Q) = A[P) n A{Q) and 
if P contains a torsion class T then T я A(P) я P. 
We shall investigate the following subclasses of N. 
Pji Each minimal prime subgroup is closed. 
P2 : Each minimal prime subgroup is regular. 
P3: Each minimal prime subgroup is special or essential. 
P4: Each minimal prime subgroup is a polar. 
P5: For each minimal prime subgroup M, GjM is discrete. 
Pg: Each minimal prime subgroup M is closed and GjM is discrete. 
By Proposition 1.2 P^ n P2 = P3 =3 Рб = Pi n P5 so we have the following 




Proposition 2.1. Each P^ is a pretorsion class so ^(Pj) is a torsion class for i = 
= 1,2,,..,6. 
Proof. Let С be a convex /-subgroup of G e P^ and let iV be a minimal prime in C. 
Then N — M n С where M is a minimal prime in G. Thus M satisfies P^ and hence 
by Theorem 1.1 iV satisfies P,- so С e P,-. 
Next let {Ся| Я 6 Л} be a set of convex /-subgroups of G and suppose that each C^ 
belongs to Pf. If iV is a minimal prime in V^A then N — M n (V^A) = W{^ ^ ^x) 
where M is a minimal prime in G. Now M з M n Ся for some 2 so M n Ся is a mi­
nimal prime in Ся and hence satisfies P .̂ But then by Theorem 1.1 M satisfies P^ 
and hence so does N. Therefore УС^е P .̂ 
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In [3] it is shown that each prime subgroup that contains a closed prime sub­
group is itself closed and clearly the intersection of closed subgroups is closed. Thus 
condition Pi is equivalent to the hypothesis that all the convex /-subgroups are closed. 
Theorem 2.2 (Anderson) ^(^i) = Fv the torsion class of all finite valued l-groups 
or equivalently the class of all Ugroups such that each regular subgroup is special. 
Proof. GE Fv iff each regular subgroup is special [13] and hence each regular 
subgroup is closed. Thus Fv Я P^ and since Fv is a torsion class Fv ̂  zl(Pi). 
Suppose (by way of contradiction) that G e A^P^) and 0 < g e G has an infinite 
number of values. Let {Мд| Xe Л} be the values of g in G{g) e A(P^), Then there is 
a natural /-homomorphism 
G{g)-*'>n^G{g)jM,. 
Thus G(g) Tj is archimedean and has each /-ideal closed and hence each /-ideal is 
a polar [1] and so G{g) rj is SL cardinal sum of o-groups [1], but this means that 
G{g) rj is finite valued, a contradiction. 
Remark. If we consider all /-groups instead of restricting our attention to N, 
then Fv Я ^(Pi) but whether or not we get equahty is an open question. For an 
arbitrary /-group G the above proof shows that the following are equivalent 
a) G is normal valued and each homomorphic image of each principal convex 
/-subgroup has all of its convex /-subgroups closed. 
b) G is finite valued. 
Let D be the torsion class of all /-groups whose regular subgroups satisfy the DCC 
or equivalently each prime subgroup is regular, and let С be the torsion class of all 
/-groups G such that each G'^jGy is cycHc. A study of D and С is contained in [13] 
and [12] respectively. 
Suppose that G e A{Pi) and M is a prime, then GjM e Pi so the minimal prime 
subgroup must satisfy Pf. Then for i = 2 M is regular and for i = 5 M is regular 
and M^jM is сусИс. Thus ^(Рг) S ^ and A{P^) Я: D n С and since the other in­
clusion are clear we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 A(P2) == D and A[P^) = D n С the torsion class of all l-groups 
with each prime regular and discrete. 
Corollary. A(P^) = Fv n D the torsion class of all l-groups such that each prime 
subgroup is special. 
Corollary. An abelian divisible l-group G belongs to ^(Рз) iff G ^ Е(Г, G^\G^ 
and Г satisfies the DCC. In particular, a vector lattice belongs to A{P^ iff G '^ 
^ 5:(r, R) and Г satisfies the DCC. 
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This follows from the corresponding embedding theorem in [5]. For a proof see 
[10] page 4.21. 
In [13] it is shown that D n F = R"^ n Fv = A"^ n Fv, where il* is the completion 
of the torsion class R of cardinal sums of archimedian o-groups and Л* is the com­
pletion of the torsion class of hyper-archimedian /-groups. 
A convex I-subgroup С of G is a lex-subgroup if it is a proper lexicographic exten­
sion of a convex /-subgroup D of G. If in addition, there does not exist a proper lex 
extension of С in G then С is a maximal lex-subgroup. The set M(G) of all the maximal 
lex subgroup of G forms a root system with respect to inclusion [7]. Thus if a and b 
are special elements in G then G(a) and G(b) are lex-subgroups so either a A b = 0 
or G(a) and G{b) are comparable. 
The main result in [7] Theorem 5.2 asserts that for an /-group G the following 
are equivalent. 
a) G is a normal lex-sum of o-groups. 
b) GeFv and M{G) satisfies the DCC. 
c) The lattice of all filets satisfies the DCC or equivalently the lattice of all principal 
polars satisfies the DCC. 
d) Each filet chain is finite. 
Remark. It has been pointed out by Steve McCleary that Proposition 4.1 in [7] 
is false and so the proof of Theorem 5.1 is not valid. This has been corrected in [10]. 
Moreover the definition of lex-sum has been simpHfied. 
The next theorem shows that the class of all the normal lex-sums of ö-groups is 
a torsion class. 
Theorem 2.4. A^P^) consists of those Ugroups that satisfy property (b). Thus 
A(P^) is the torsion class of normal lex-sums of o-groups. 
Proof. Consider Ge В = the class of /-groups that satisfy (b). Then G has a basis 
{a^\ Àe Л}; see the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [7]. 
1) G 6 P4. For suppose (by way of contradiction) M is a minimal prime that is 
not a polar. Then M 2 I.al and since Ge Fvy/e can pick 0 < b̂  special and not in M. 
Now /?! л Лд̂  > 0 for some X^e Л and since both are special it follows that G(&i) з 
— G(aяl). Since â ^ e M a minimal prime we have a^^ л ^2 = 0 for some ЬгФМ 
and, once again, we may assume 62 is special. Now G{b^ and G(b2) must be com­
parable, otherwise b^ A b2 = ^ and hence b̂  e M or b2 e M. It follows that G(bi) => 
"=> ^{b^)- Continuing in this way we get an infinite descending chain in M(G), 
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2) В is closed with respect to /-homomorphic images. Let С be an /-ideal of G. 
If С + a is special in GjC then С + a = С -h b, where b is special in G. For (without 
loss of generality) 0 < a = ai + ... + at where the â  are special and disjoint. 
Now all but one of the ai must belong to C. For if a ,̂ a2$C then A^jC and A2IC 
are distinct values of С + a where A^ is the value of ßf (i = 1, 2). 
If a, Ь G G\ С are special and (C + a)** cz (C + b)** then a" с Ь" where * (') 
is the polar operation in GlC{G). (See [10] p. 3.22). 
Thus since В ^ P^ and В is closed with respect to /-hom^omorphic images we have 
В Ç Л{Р:). 
Now suppose that G e ^(^4) then by Theorem 2.2 G G Fi; so to complete the proof 
we must only show that M{G) satisfies the DCC. Suppose (by way of contradiction) 
this is false, then we have an infinite chain a'[ з ^2 => ... in M{C), where â  is special 
with value ŷ  for г = 1, 2, Since a^+i G G^̂  we have Gy. ^ G(ai+i) so Ç\Gy^ ^ 
3 C\G{ai) — K. Now f)Gyi is prime so O^y JK is prime in G/K. Let MjK be a minimal 
prime contained in OGyjK. Then since GjK e P^ 
MjK = {K + by 
where К -\- bis basic in G/X so without loss of generahty b is special in G with value ^. 
If jS II jj the Ь л aj = 0 so X + öy G M/j^ and hence ajE M ^ f)Gy. a contradiction. 
Therefore ß is comparable with each ŷ . If Д ^ ŷ  for all i then beK so ß > yi for 
some Ï. Now a J з aj+i so there exists a special element x such that л; л а̂ +х = 0 
and X < ai. Thus b > ai > a^+i and x so b ^ a^+i and x, and ai+i and x are dis­
joint modulo К. But ai+^фК and x ф G(ai+i) so x ^K. Therefore К -{- b exceeds 
the strictly positive disjoint elements К + a,+ i and К -f- x, but this contradicts 
the fact that iC + b is basic. 
An /-group G is compactly generated if for each subset Л of G for which a = У A 
exists there exists a finite subset of A with join a. An /-group G is discrete if each 
0 < ^ G G exceeds an atom or equivalently if G has a basis of atoms. In [8] it is 
shown that for an (arbitrary) /-group С the following are equivalent. 
1) G is compactly generated. 
2) G is discrete and each minimal prime is a polar. 
3) If M is a minimal prime subgroup of G then there exists an atom a ф M. 
4) Each ultrafilter of G is principal. 
5) Each minimal prime subgroup of G is closed and the lattice of all right cosets 
is discrete. 
Note that 5) is P^ so A{Pß) = all l-groups G such that each Uhomomorphic image 
is compactly generated. The fact that this is a torsion class is rather surprising. 
An /-group G is œ-discrete if each homomorphic image is discrete or equivalently 
if each homomorphic image has a basis of atoms. Let Z be the torsion class of 
cardinal sums of cycUc groups and let Z* be the complete torsion class generated 
by Z (see [15]). Let W be the class of all ш-discrete /-groups. 
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Proposition 2.5. W = Z"^ so W is a complete torsion class. 
Proof. If G e Z*, G = Z'^{G) Ç Z{Gy [15] so Z{G) contains a basis of atoms 
for G. Now Z* is a torsion class so if К is an /-ideal of G then GJK e Z* and so has 
a basis of atoms. Therefore Z* ç W. 
Conversely if G e W then G has a basis of atoms {a^l Я e Л} and Z(G) = l [ a j . 
Then GlZ(G) has a basis of atoms so it follows that G e Z* and hence W e Z*. 
Theorem 2.6. ^1(Рб) = С n D n Fi; = W n Fy. 
Proof. /4(Рб) = zl(Pi) n ^(Ps) = Fi; n D n C. Now since each compactly gen­
erated /-group has a basis of atoms it follows that A{P^) ^ W so A{P^) Я W n Fv. 
И GeW then G e R"^ Я D (see [13]) and since each GJGy e W, G^jG^ is cyclic so 
GeC. Thus W ^ С n D and hence WnFv^CnDnFv== A{P^). 
Theorem 2.7. For an abelian l-group G the following are equivalent. 
1) GEA{P,). 
2) Each I'homomorphic image is compactly generated. 
3) G is (D-discrete and finite valued. 
4) Each component of G is cyclic, G is finite valued and r{G) satisfies the DCC. 
5) G ^ I ( r , Z) where Г satisfies the DCC. 
Proof. We know that (1) through (4) are equivalent and Proposition 3.2 in [12] 
asserts that (3) and (5) are equivalent. 






= Fv = each regular subgroup special 
= D = each prime regular 
= Fv n D = each prime special 
= normal lex-sums of o-groups 
— D n С = each prime regular and discrete 
= С n D nFv = W n Fv 
= each prime discrete and special 
= each /-homomorphic image compactly generated. 
АРгк I 
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3. SOME NON-PRE-TORSION CLASSES THAT GENERATE TORSION CLASSES 
Once again in this section we shall consider only /-groups that belong to the 
torsion class N. We shall investigate the following subclasses of N. 
Q^: G = 0 от G has a minimal prime subgroup that is closed. 
Q^: G = 0 or G has a minimal prime subgroup that is regular. 
Q3: G = 0 or G has a minimal prime subgroup that is special. 
Q^i G = 0 or G has a minimal prime subgroup that is a polar. 
Q^i G = 0 or GJM is discrete for some minimal prime M. 
об- G = 0 or Gl M is discrete for some closed minimal prime M. 
It is clear that none of the of is a pre-torsion class, but we shall show that each A{Qi) 
is a torsion class. Note that 
G e Q4 iff G = 0 or G contains a basic element. 
G G бз iff G = 0 or G contains a basic element g such that G{g) is archimedian. 
G 6 65 iff G = 0 or G contains an atom. 
Lemma 3.1. 1) / / 0 ф С is a convex l-subgroup of G that belongs to Qi then 
GE Qifor i = 1, 2 , . . . , 6. 
2) Qi and hence A{Qi) is closed with respect to the join of convex l-subgroups 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . , 6. 
Proof. 1) Let iV be a minimal prime subgroup of С that satisfies Qi. Then N = 
= M n C, where M is a minimal prime in G and by Theorem LI M satisfies Qi. 
2) Let {Ся| Я G Л} be a set of convex /-subgroups of G each of which belongs 
to Qi. Then by (1) V ^ A ^ Qi and hence by I of Section 2 A{Qi) is closed with respect 
to joins of convex /-subgroups. 
Proposition 3.2. -^(Qf) is a torsion class for i = 1, 2 , . . . , 6. 
Proof. We first show that if Ge A{Q^ then each convex /-subgroup of G belongs 
to Qi. For if 0 < ^ G G then Gjg' e Qi so there is a minimal prime Mjg' that satisfies 
Qi. By Theorem 1.3 M satisfies Qi and since g ф M wo have by Theorem LI that 
M n G{g) satisfies Qi. Therefore G{g)e Qi and hence by Lemma 3.1 each convex 
/-subgroup of G belongs to Qi. 
Now suppose that С is a convex /-subgroup of G e A(Qi) and let К be an /-ideal 
of C. Then GjK e A{Qi) so CjK e Qi, Therefore С e J (ô i ) and hence A{Qi) is closed 
with respect to convex /-subgroups. 
Proposition 3.3. A{Qi) is the torsion class of all l-groups such that in each /-
homomorphic image the intersection of all the minimal primes that satisfy Qi 
is zero. 
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Proof. If GeA{Qi) and 0 < geG the Gjg' e Q^ and so contains a minimal 
prime M\g' that satisfies g .̂ Then by Theorem 1.3 M is a minimal prime in G that 
satisfies Qi and g ф M so the intersection of all such minimal primes is zero. The 
other inclusion is clear. 
A{Q,) = D = А{Р2). 
For if G 6 /d(g2) and M is prime then the minimal prime in GjM is regular and 
hence M is regular. 
A{Qs) = DnC^A{Ps). 
For if G G ^(i's) and M is prime then the minimal prime in GjM is regular and 
discrete and hence M is regular and discrete. 
^(0.) n zi(a2) = /1(оз). 
For i f G e J ( g i ) n O then the closed minimal primes have zero intersection and each 
prime is regular. Then by Proposition 1.2 the special minimal primes have zero 
intersection 
^(Öi) n A{Q,) = A{Q,) . 
For if G 6 A(QI) n D n С then the closed minimal primes have zero intersection and 
since G e С n D each such prime is regular and discrete. 
Now let 0{R) be the torsion class of cardinal sums of o-groups (archimedean 
o-groups) and let 0*(R*) be the complete torsion class generated by 0(^f(). 
^(64) = ^1^ /-groups G such that each Z-homomorphic image is 0 or has basis = 
= O*. For the first equahty follows from the fact that G has a basis iff the set of all 
minimal primes that are polars has zero intersection. Then clearly A{Q^) Я О*. 
Finally if G 6 О* then G = 0'^{G) Ç 0{Gy [15] so 0{G) is a basis for G and since O* 
is a torsion class each /-homomorphic image must have a basis. 
^(бз) = 1̂1 /-groups G such that each /-homomorphic image is 0 or has a basis 
of archimedean elements = R*. For G has a basis of archimedean elements iff the 
set of minimal primes that are special has zero intersection. 
A{Qß) = all /-group G such that each /-homomorphic image is 0 or has a basis of 
atoms = Z* = W, 
In [13] it is shown that for an arbitrary /-group G r(G) admits a minimal plenary 
subset iff the convex /-subgroup radical R{G) = 0 and G is completely distributive 
iff the intersection D(C) of all the closed prime subgroups is zero. Now if G is normal 
valued then R(C) = D{C) so G is completely distributive iff r(G) admits a minimal 
plenary subset. 
Proposition 3.4. For a normal valued l-group G the following are equivalent. 
1) G is completely distributive. 
2) The closed minimal primes of G have intersection zero. 
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Proof. (1 -> 2) Let A be the minimal plenary subset of essential elements in r(G) 
and consider ô e A. We show that either ô > y e A or ^ is minimal in Г and so 
by Proposition 1.2 Ĝ  = a' where G(a) -< R. 
If ô is not special then there exists 0 < ^ e G all of whose values are < ô but at 
least one value y of g must belong to A, 
Suppose that S is special and let 0 < a e G* \ Ĝ  be special. Let L be the lex-
kernel of G(a). If L = 0 then G(a) < Я so a is basic and a' = Ĝ  is minimal. If 
0 < / e Lthen a > w/ for all positive integers n. Let Gy be a value of / in J then clearly 
a Ф Gy so у < Ö. 
Theorem 3.5. A{Qi) is the torsion class of all l-groups such that each l-homo* 
morphic image is completely distributive. 
One should investigate the structure of the /-groups in ^(ßi). The following is 
a start. 
Proposition 3.6. If Ge A{Qi) then each 0 < g e G has a special value. 
Proof. Let Л be the minimal plenary subset of r{G). Then 
G,-^G,n G{g) 
is a one to one map of the G;^ ф G{g) onto the minimal plenary subset Лд of r(G{g)). 
Let t] be the natural /-homomorphism of G(g) into П G{g)l(Gx n G{g)) all Я e Л^ 
and let N = П(^я ^ ^(д))- "̂ hen G{g) rj ̂  G{g)jN is archimedian and completely 
distributive and hence has a basis. 
Let JV + /i be basic in G(g)lN with h > 0. Now the maximal elements Ĝ  n G{g) 
in Лд form a plenary subset of r{G(g)lN) and iV + /i has exactly one value in the 
set ~ ^o hфG^ and heG;, and Я Ф a with Ĝ  n G(Ö') maximal 
G^ + nh > G^ + g for some n > 0, so 
k = {nh - g) V 0 == nh - {g A nh)G G{g) \ G^. 
We show that к is special in G. It suffices to show that Ĝ  n G[g) is the only value 
of к in yl̂ . Suppose (by way of contradiction) A || a is another value of к in Лд. 
Then h Ф Gx^o Ĝ  is not maximal but then X < ße Лд where ß is maximal and hence 
g Ф Cß. This forces ke G^ which is impossible. 
A{Qi) = Each /-homomorphic image 
I completely distributive. 
1 A{Q,) = O* 
D = A{P,) = d(ß,) 
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From the diagram R* = O* n О and W = Z* = O* n D n С = R* n C, Note 
that 
Fun 4 0 0 = 4^2), 
Fv n A{Q2) -Fvn A{Q,) = A{P,), 
Fv n A{Qs) = Fvn A{Q^) = A{P^), but 
Fv n A{Q^) = Ft; n O* ID ̂ (P^) 
so by intersection with Fv = A{Pi) we get one new torsion class — Fi? n O*. 
EXAMPLES 
1) An /-group G such that each minimal prime is a polar but G is not finite valued. 
Let G be compactly generated but not finite valued. 
2) Let Г be the partially ordered set 
°1 
é • • • 
1 2 3 ^ 
Let V{r, Z) be the /-group of all integer valued functions on Г, and let G be the 
00 
/-subgroup of V that consists of J] Z; plus the constant functions. Then G is 
c-generated since the minimal prime subgroups are of the form 
G„=^{geG\g„ = 0} n = 1,2,3,... 
G belongs to W = A{QQ) = Z*, but not to A{P^) = Fv. 
Finally G belongs to A(Qi) and all but one element in the minimal plenary subset 
of r(G) is special. 
3) If P is the class of all /-groups that are subdirect sums of reals, then A[P) is the 
torsion class of hyperarchimedian /-groups. Note that P is not a pretorsion class; 
for if G is archimedian the G = V^ec 
G(|^|)andeachG(|^|)eP. 
4) If G e P4 then G has a basis so A(P^) Я O* n Fv, but we need not have equality. 
For let G = Е(Г, Z) where 
Г^ 
Then G e О* n Fi; but G ̂  P4. 
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